C.-S. Lin sl-S(c), where V(x,y) denotes the subspace of X generated by x and y.
Definition 1 implies that c must be in the interval (0,2].
As an illustration, consider a 2-pre-Hilbert space, i.e., 2-inner product space, which is characterized by the parallelogram law (Theorem 4 and 5 [2] ), i.e.,
[x+y, Z || 2 +Ix-y,2l 2 = 2 (||x, z|| 2 +||y, z| 2 ) .
If ||x,z|| = ||y,z||=l, z*V(x,y) and |x-y,z|*e, then i||x+y,z|| 2 = l-J||x-y,z|| 2 * 1-Je 2 .
Thus, by letting 6(e)=l-^ v4-e 2 , we see that every 2-pre--Hilbert space is uniformly convex.
Theorem 1. For a 2-normed space X the following four statements are equivalent:
(1) X is uniformly convex;
(2) to each e>0 there corresponds a 5(e)>0 such that, if ||x,z|| = ||y,z||, z*V(x,y) and ||x-y, z ||te ||x, z ||, then |||x+y,z|s(i-5( E )) |x,z|; (4) to each c>0 there corresponds a 5' (e)>0 such that, if ||x-ay, z ||^c ||x, z ||, with a from (3) and z^V(x,y) , then |x+y,z|*|x,z| + |y,z|-5' (e)||x,z|| or ||x+y,z||s3||x,z||-||y,z||-S' (e)||x,z||.
Proof. (l)*(2): Let flx, z|| = ||y, z ||=c, c*0 and z*V(x,y), then ||x,||| = ||y,|||=l and ||x-y,f||*e imply that i|| x +y, §K si-5 (e), by (l), i.e., ||x+y,z|s(l-S(c))|x,z|.
(2)=»(3): ||x,z|| = |ay,z|| obviously. Replace y by ay in (2) to get (3). Proof. Use the first inequality of (4) in Theorem 1 and induction.
Corollary 2. Let X be a uniformly convex 2-normed space. n
:., then If x^eX, i=l,2,...,n, and y=\ x.,
•n ir ~ ii y ii.: ll (1) X is uniformly 2-convex. Recall that a 2-normed space is said to be strictly 2-convex, if conditions i||x+z,y+z| = 5x,y|| = |y,zj = |z,x||=l imply that z=x+y [4] . It is known that a strictly convex 2-normed space is strictly 2-convex, but not conversely (cf. [4] Example 2).
Theorem 4. Every uniformly 2-convex 2-normed space is strictly 2-convex.
Proof. Let j||x+z,y+z|| = ||x,y| = ||y, z| = ||z,x||=l, also let ||x+y,z||=c. Then, there exists a 6(e)>0 such that 3=||x+z,y+z|s s3-35(e). This is impossible unless 5(e)=0. It follows that e=0, i.e., z=a(x+y) for some real a and so l=||x,z| = = ||x,a(x+y) || = |a| ||x,y|| = |a|, that a=-l leads to a contradiction, as l=i||x+z,y+z||=j||-y,-xJ=i, and that a=l implies z=x+y.
We mention that a different proof of the theorem is possible by using (6) in Theorem 2 and Theorem 6 in [2] (or Theorem 2, (6) in [6] ). The arguments are similar to that of the alternative proof of Theorem 3.
Theorem 5. Every uniformly convex 2-normed space is uniformly 2-convex.
Proof. To each e>0 there exists a 5' (e)>0 such that, if |x,y|| = |y,zl = |z,x|=l, z*V(x,y) and ||x+y,z|se, then |x-y,z|a s2-2S'(e), since the space is uniformly convex. But ||x+z,y+z| = ||y+z+(x-y) ,y+zj = |x-y,y+z( s a ||x-y,y| + ||x-y,z|| = |x,y| + |x-y f z| s 1+2-25' (e) = 3-25' (c).
The proof is finished, if we let 5(e) = (e).
In conclusion we remark that the following implications hold for a 2-normed space:
